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Introduction 
Topic 
Problem to be solved 
Significant of the problem 







The Remembrance Path for the memory of the 
people escaping to Hong Kong f rom the 'Red 
Ghin3，during the 50s to 70s. 
The memory of the people includes the feel ings 
and the thoughts of the 'Red China' as wel l as the 
'escape path'. 
Problem: 
W h e n w e look at the history book, w e can just get 
the data or the informat ion of the past. W e cannot 
get the ideas of the feel ings and thoughts of those 
people w h o suf fered at that t ime. In this project, 
I invest igate on how to express the abstract feel-
ings and thoughts by archi tectural means so as to 
create an a tmosphere for the contemplat ion of the 
past history. 
Importance of solving the problem: 
The cost of not solving this problem is the possibi l -
ity of repeti t ion of the tragedy. If w e cannot get a 
deeper feel ings and thoughts for the contemplat ion 
of past history, the same kind of d isasters or mis-
takes may happen 3nd happen 3g3in 3nd 3g3in. 
M l 
•he aims for this project: 
To reveal the historical events behind the border 
Reveal - 1) to allow to be seen，2) to make known 
Historical - 1) which represents a fact /facts of history，2) connected with history as a study 
Events - 1) a happening, usu, an important one, 2) any of the races，competition 
Behind 一 1) towards or at the back of，2) less good than; below，3) in support of; encourag-
ing 
Border - 1) (land near) the dividing line between two countries, edge 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To l iberate the suppressed truth 
Liberate — to set free (from control, prison, etc) 
Suppress 一 to crush (esp. an action of state) by force, 2) to prevent from appearing 
Truth - 1) that which is true; the true facts, 2) The quality of being true, 3) A fact or principle 
accepted as true 
True-1) in accordance with fact or reality; actual，2) real; sincere，3) faithful; loyal，4) exact, 
5) correctly fitted or placed 
Longman Active Study, English-Chinese Dictionary 
To search for the lost 
Search - 1) to look through or examine (a place or person) thoroughly or camfully to try to 
find something 
Lost - 1) that cannot be found, 2) no longer possessed, 3) unable to find the way 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To understand refugees' fears 
Understand - 1) to know or get the meaning of (something) 
Fear- 1) to be afraid 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To exper ience the lost direct ion 
Experience- 1) to feel, suffer, or know, as an experience 
Lost - 1) that cannot be found, 2) no longer possessed, 3) unable to find the way 
Direction - 1) control, 2) the course on which a person or thing moves oris aimed, 3) the 
point towards which a person or thing faces, 4) a set of instructions on what to do or how to 
get somewhere _ _ _ 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
Photo: P.6.7 Exodus from China, Harry Redl. Richard Hughes. 
South China Photo-Process Printing Co 
Photo: P.10,P.11 Exodus from China, Harry Redl. Richard Hughes. South 
China Photo-Process Printing Co 
• To experience refugees' difficulties 
Understand - 1) to know or get the meaning of (something) 
Fear- 1) to be afraid 
Longman Active Study, English-Chinese Dictionary 
To bridge the gap 
Bridge - 1) to build a bridge across 
Gap - 1) an empty space between two objects or fvvo parts of an object 
Bridged a gap (二 filled an empty moment) 
Longman Active Study, English-Chinese Dictionary 
To prolong certain moment into eternity 
Prolong - To make longer, lengthen 
Moment — 1) a short period of time, 2) a particular point in time 3) the right time to do some-
thing, 4) importance, 
Eternity - time without end; state of time after death, which is said to last forever 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To commemorate the anonymous individuals 
Commemorate - 1) to be in memory of; give honour to the memory of 
Anonymous - 1) with name unknown; without the writer's name 
Individual - 1) a single being or member of a group, treated separately, 2) a person 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To answer 3门 unanswerable question 
Answer - 1) what is sad or written when one is asked a question, 2) something which is 
discovered as a result esp. of thinking, using figures, etc.; solution 
Answerable -1) responsible, 2) able to be answered 
Question -1) a sentence or phrase which asks for information, 2) a difficulty or matter to be 
settled; problem 3) doubt 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To meditate the past and future 
Meditate - 1) to fix and keep the attention on one matter, having cleared the mind of 
thoughts, 2) To think seriously or deeply 
Past-1) (what happened in) before present 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
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To medi tate the past and future 
Meditate - 1) to fix and keep the attention on one matter, 
having cleared the mind of thoughts，2) To think seriously or 
deeply 
Past- 1) (what happened in) before present 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
• To detect the h idden story 
Detect - 1) to find out, notice 
Hide - 1) to put or keep out of sight; make or keep secret, 2) 
to place oneself or be placed so as to be unseen 
Story - 1) an account of events, real or imagined, 2) (used by 
and to children) a lie, 3) an article in a newspaper, magazine 
Photo: p.36 Exodus from China, Harry Redl. Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
Richard Hughes, South China Photo-Process 
Printing Co 
• To comprehend one's passion 
Comprehend - understand 
Passion 一 strong deep, often uncontrollable feeling, esp. of love, hatred, o厂 anger 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To express sympathy 
Express 一 to show (a feeling, opinion, or fact) in words or in some other way 
Sympathy - 1) pity for the suffering of other people, 2) agreement in or understanding of 
the feelings of others 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To contrast the glories wi th fears 
Contrast - Comparison of the unlike object/ esp. to show differences, 
Glory - 1) great fame or success, praise and honour, 2) beauty; splendid appearance 
Fear—the feeling that one has when danger is near; the feeling that something (usu. un-
pleasant) is likely to happen 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To comfort one's heart 
Comfort - give comfort — (the state of being free from anxiety, pain or suffering, of having all 
one's bodily wants satisfied, (a person or thing that gives) strength , hope, or sympathy 
Heart - 1) the organ inside the chest which controls the flow of blood by pushing it round 
the body, 2) this organ when though of as the centre of the feelings, esp. kind feelings, 3) 
the centre, 4) courage, firmness of purpose 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To communicate wi th those who were on the edge 
Communicate - 1) to make (news, opinions, feeling, etc.) known, 2) share or exchange 
opinions, news, information, etc. 
Edge - 1) the thin sharp cutting part of a blade, tool, etc, 2) the part along the outside of 
something 
Lonaman Active Studv. Enalish-Chinese Dictionary 6 
To rel ieve one's pain 
Relieve 一 1) lessen (pain or trouble), 2) to take a duty from (someone) as a relief，3) to give 
variety to, to; make more interesting 
Pain - 1) suffering; great discomfort of the body or mind，2) a feeling of suffering or discom-
fort in a particular part of the body 
Longman Active Study, English-Chinese Dictionary 
To remind people wi th those w h o m has been del iberately forgot ten 
Remind 一 to tell or cause (someone) to remember 
Deliberate - 1) intentional; on purpose, 2) (of speech, thought, or movement) slow; unhur-
ried. 
Forget - 1) to fail to remember, 2) to stop thinking; put out of one's mind 
Longman Active Study, English-Chinese Dictionary 
To remedy the tragedy 
Remedy - to put or to make right 
Tragedy - 1) a serious play that end sadly, 2) these plays considered as a group, 3) ter-
rible, unhappy, or u门fortundto event 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To gather those killed and being kil led 
Gather- 1) to come together, 2) to obtain bit by bit，3) to collector pick, 4) to understand 
from something said or done, 5) to draw (material) into small folds 
Kill - 1) to cause to die 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To re-construct the memor ies 
Reconstruct - 1) to rebuild after destruction or damage, 2) to build up a complete descrip-
tion or picture of (something only partly known) 
Memory - 1) an ability to remember events and experience, 2) an example of remember-
ing, 3) the time during which things happened which can be remembered, 4) the opinion 
held of someone after his death, the part of a computer or calculator in which information 
(DATA) can be stored until it is wanted. 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
To break through the limitation of t ime and space 
Break through - to force a way through, to make a new dis-
covery in something, esp. after a long time 
Limit - 1) the farthest point or edge, 
Time 一 a continuous measurable quantity from the past, 
through the present, and into the future; the passing of 
minutes, days, months, and years, 2) the period of a certain 
stated length. 
Longman Active Study. English-Chinese Dictionary 
Photo: P.38 Exodus from China. Harry Redl. Richard Hughes. South China Photo-Process 
Printing Co 
The study of the Tour Cities， 
At the early beginning, Four Cities: Korea, Viet-
nam, German and Hong Kong are studied. These 
four cities were divided by the boundary between 
the capital ism and communism. As a result, I have 
found out that the edge of the boundary associated 
with a lot of the history and memory. All the mon-
ments or historical building remains there. More-
over, there are a lots of Museums and Memorials. 
In determining the program of the design thesis, I 




p. 67, 68, pp 1-10, Korea: Korea Cultural 
Insight, An Bycung, 
Korea National Tourism Organisation, c2000 
P. 67. 68. pp 1-10, Korea: Korea Cultural 
Insight. An Bycung. 
Korea National Tounsm Organisation. c2000 
P. 67. 68. pp 1-10. Korea: Korea Cultural 
Insight. An Bycung. 
Korea National Tounsm Organisation. c2000 
p. 67, 68, pp 1-10, Korea: Korea Cultural 
Insight, An Bycung. 
Korea National Tourism Organisation. c2000 
Within the area of Cheorwon there are numerous 
locations for sightseeing related to the Korean 
War. By taking a guided tour which includes the 
2nd Tunnel, the Observatory, Woljeong-ri Station, 
the BGaengmagoji Battlefield and the labor party 
building, visitors can revisit the tragedy of the 
Korean War, which was fought here 50 years ago. 
Amidst the atmosphere of reconciliation and coop-
eration following the historic interKorean summit 
held in 2000，the sites of war in Cheorwon provide 
visitors with a reminder of the continued existence 
of the last Cold War frontier in the world. 
The 2nd Tunnel, 108 km north of Seoul was dug 
by the North Korea military, who sought to use it 
to infiltrate South Korea. The underground tunnel 
cuts throught solid granite 50- 160 m below the 
surface. The total distance of the tunnel is 3.5 km 
and it stretches 1.1 km to the south of the demar-
cation line. 
The tunnel symbolizes the sharply confrontational 
relations between the two Koreas during the Cold 
war era. 
The Labor Party Building is a Soviet-style building. 
The North Korean communist regime constructed 
the building following the nation's 
liberation from Japanese colonial rule. For five 
years after its construction, the building was used 
as a place to decide important matters regarding 
the Cheorwon, Geumhwa, Pyeonggang and Po-
cheon areas. 
Baengmagoiji, along with the Iron triangle Battle-
field, is a battleground where some of the fiercest 
combat took place during the Korean War. The 
possession of th egoji (hill or ground) changed 
hands 24 separate times and the original shape of 
the landscape has been altered due to the brutal 
bombardments. It came to be called 'Baengma 
(white horse) goji，because its new form resemble 
a prone white horse. The Baengmagoiji Monument 
was effected in Dongsong-eup, Cheorwon-gun, 
to commemorate those killed in action in defense 
of 已 a e n g m a g o j i . The Baengma Memorial Hall 
displays some of the guns and ammunition which 
were used during the fierce battles. 
Photo and Text. 
P. 67. 68. pp 1-10, Korea: Korea Cultural Insight, An Bycung, 
Korea National Tounsm Organisation, c2000 
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VIETNAM 
In the end, to the 58，000 US personnel killed or 
missing in action (MIA) were added almost 225,000 
South Vietnamese soldiers, hundreds of thousands 
of NLF soldiers, and almost four million civilians. 
p. 159 Odyssey illustrated guide to Vietnam 
Jacques nepote and xavier guillaume 
Odyssey Hong Kong 
P. 34 Odyssey illustrated guide to Vietnam 
Jacques nepote and xavier guillaume 
Odyssey Hong Kong 
P 168 Odyssey illustrated guide to Vietnam 
Jacques nepote and xavier guillaume 
Odyssey Hong Kong 
p. 136 Odyssey illustrated guide to Vietnam 
Jacques nepote and xavier guillaume 
Odyssey Hong Kong 
The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) consisted of an area 
five kilometers (three miles) on either side of the 
Ben Hai River，the demarcation line between North 
and South Vietnam. Many unexploded mines, artil-
lery projectiles, mortar rounds，and other ord门3门cg 
are leftover from the war, and scrap-metal scaven-
gers hunt the area for steel，brass, and aluminum. 
Some areas are too dangerous to walk around and 
people are still killed and injured from occasional 
explosions. Numerous American military bases 
around the area can be visited. 
Bridge at the 17 the Paralle, marking the division 
between North and South Vietnam during the war. 
P.34. pp1, P. 168 pp2 
Odyssey illustrated guide to Vietnam 
Jacques nepote and xavier guillaume 
Odyssey Hong Kong 
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Checkpoint Charlie 
‘You are leaving the American sector,，the sign in 
four languages still cautions today. Checkpoint 
Charlie marks the boundary between the Ameri-
can and the Soviet sectors. It gained international 
infamy as a focal point at a critical moment of 
world history. At the end of October 1961, barely 
two months after the construction of the waif and at 
the height of the Berlin crisis, American and Soviet 
tanks faced off against one another at this check-
point for three long days. The danger of a third war 
was palpable. 
For twenty-eight years, foreigners, members of 
allied forces and diplomats were allowed to cross 
over with impunity. Ordinary Berlin residents had 
to use other border-crossings. Of course, things 
were different for GDR citizens: more than seventy 
people died in the attempt to reach the other side 
of the over four-m-high Berlin Wall, additionally 
fortified by the 'death strip' with guard dogs and 
watch-towers. 
Checkpoint Charlie now becomes the district of 
residential and commercial development. A pri-
vate chanty group find out that thing disappears 
so quickly that they want to preserve the memory 
there. A museum is then built for collecting all the 
tools that people used to cross the wall. They also 
introduce all the important figures in the Museum. 
Outside the Museum, lots of shops sell the souve-
nirs. 
P 45 pp 4 Berlin today MUnchen Kruse, Chhstiane. 
GERMAN 
、 〈 Berlin today 一 The conditions for urban renewal in this city are unique in the world. For the wall, over 
40 km long, and the vvafc:/?foive厂 and border instal-
lation, which tore Berlin into two parts for 28years， 
had left vast war-destroyed areas in the 'dead 
zone, ‘ wastelands where no development could 
occur until the political turnaround in 1989. 
Photo 1.2.3.4 P. 37.38 Berlin today MQnchen Kruse. Chhstiane. 
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斷 
The Jewish Museum in Berlin is one of the most 
dramatic new buildings in recent years. The shell 
became a tourist attraction even prior to its opening 
in September 2001. 
The American architect Daniel Libeskind did not 
create a neutral envelope for a museum. Libeskind, 
himself of Jewish extraction, thinks of his building 
as also serving as a cautionary reminder of the 
tragedy of the Jews in the 20th Century. Inside the 
building, three axes retrace the three roads traveled 
by the Jews: one axis represents destruction and 
ends in the Holocaust Tower, an empty, dark con-
crete shaft. The second symbolizes the road of emi-
gration and passes between the concrete stelae of 
the sloping garden of exile. A third guides the visitor 
to the exhibition areas, symbolizing the 'stairway 
of continuity', where two thousand years of Ger-
man Jewish history are represented. Access to the 
museum is underground, through the neighbouring 
Rococo building, the former supreme court from the 
time of King Frederick William I 
The suitability of the iconoclastic structure as a 
museum has sparked some debate, however, and 
there are those who would have preferred the build-
ing to stand only as a Holocaust memorial. 
Holocaust Memorial 
The memorial in remembrance of the murdered 
Jews of Europe will be raised by 2004 not far from 
Pariser Platz. The American architect Peter Eisen-
man has designed a simple and yet monumental 
sculpture: 2,700 concrete stelae installed on a 
200,000-square-metre lot above an underground 
information centre. Ranging in height between 0 
and 4 metres and set at a distance of 0.92 metres， 
they form a surging field of pillars. 'In our mo门u-
ment, there is no goal, no end, no path in or out，， 
says Eise门man He alludes to the fact that it is 
impossible to comprehend the Holocaust，the most 
devastating and sweeping genocide in human 
memory. The memorial thus represents 'a never-
ending question to which is no definitive answer' 
p. 65 pp 2 Berlin today MOnchen Kruse, Chhstiane. 
P. 60 Berlin today MOnchen Kwse. Chrisdane. 
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Jewish Museum 
The Topography of Terror 
The Topography of 丁 6 r r o r documents remnants of 
the central organs of the National Socialist regime 
of terror and destruction, recovered in 1986 and 
1996/97: the Gestapo HQ with its infamous 'house 
pnson', the SS headquarters and Reichssicher-heit-
shauptamt. 
P 78 pp1 Berlin today MUnchen Kmse. Chnstiane 
P 80 Berlin today MUnchen Kmse. Chnstiane. 
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Historical events and amount of people escap-
ing to hong kong across the border 
Initially, the 'barren island' had need of people to 
build it up and make it work, and, in addition，China 
had insisted in the treaty which leased Hong Kong 
to Britain that its people should have the right to 
come and go as they pleased. Since then, may 
have come, but few have gone. Effectively that 
clause of the treaty has been abandoned by mu-
tual consent. After the first wave of immigration in 
the 1940s, the open door policy was marginally 
tightened up in the 1950s, but by then the commu-
nist government in China had stablised and, with 
the return of order to the villages and cities of the 
south, the pace of immigration slackened of its own 
accord.. 
The 1960's Cultural Revolution sparked off a new 
wave of mass emigration. The Hong Kong govern-
r^^^^^'^m^ ment responded once again by tightening up the 
rules. It was by no means a tough policy, but it re-
^mained in force until 1980. Nicknamed 'touchbase', 
「the policy would be hard to describe in anything but 
"^sporting terms, as a complicated game. Under it, 
anyone caught on the border was handed back to 
the Chinese authorities. If, however, an immigrant 
managed to get into the urban area, and made 
contact with fnends or relations (i.e. touch a base), 
he or she was allowed to stay. It was a curious way 
of running an immigration policy, but it seemed to 
work. Once again, when the disorder of Cultural 
Revolution ended, the pressure to get out eased. 
By 1980 the pressure had built up again, as greater 
freedom of movement within China and increasing 
contacts with the rest of the world made China's 
people more a ware the better living standards 
enjoyed in Hong Kong. The touchbase policy 
made for reasonable odds, as the figures show. 
In 1977 1,800 out of an estimated 8,400 illegals 
were caught crossing the border and sent back; in 
1978 28’ 100 got in while 8,200 were caught; and in 
1979 107,700 made the crossing successfully while 
a门other 90,000 were arrested at the border. BY the 
middle to 1980 about 3,500 illegal immigrants were 
amving in Hong Kong every day. The overstretched 
police and army units simply couldn't hold the line. 
p 78.79.81 pp 1-10 A New Jerusalem? 
In the mouth of the Dragon 
Hong Kong Past Present and Future. Philip Geddes 
Photo 1.2.3.4 
P.22.30.38 
Exodus from China, by Harry Red! and Richard Hughes. South China Photo 
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Photo 1 P 143 
In the mouth of the Dragon 
Hong Kong Past Present and Future Philip Geddes 
photo 2 P 57 Illustrated Chronicle of Hong Kong 
V 2 The Chinese Bookstore Hong Kong Ltd Chan Sei 
photo 3 P 145 
n the mouth of the Dragon 
Hong Kong Past Present and Future. Philip Geddes 
photo 4. P. 33 
Exodus from China, by Harry Redl and Richard Hughes. South China Photo 
Process Printing Co. Ltd 
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It was clear that the colony would collapse if the 
flow continued at that rate. The Chinese authori-
ties were getting worried too: some for the com-
munes near the border had lost two-thirds of their 
workforce. By mutual - but unspoken - agreement 
between the two governments, the touchbase policy 
was replaced by much tougher measures. From 
23 October 1980 all immigrants from China were 
returned, regardless of where they were caught; 
and the whole population of Hong Kong was given 
three days in which to register for identity cards. 
Not having an identity card was virtually a passport 
back to China, since no one could get a job or a 
house from that day on without producing ID. The 
news traveled fast into China and the effect was 
sudden and dramatic. From a daily average of 450 
arrests in September, the border police arrested an 
average of only twenty-five a day in November. The 
Chinese authorities have borne the brunt of policing 
the new policy. It is estimated by the British officers 
in charge for the border area that of any five illegal 
immigrants, three are stopped by the Chinese, one 
by the British, and one gets through 
p. 76 pp.2 A New Jerusalem? 
In the mouth of the Dragon 
Hong Kong Past Present and Future. Philip Geddes 
Time Line 
For the boundary between Hong Kong and China, 
there are many historical events associated with it. 
In order to understand the meaning of the bound-
ary, we need to gather the t ime line of the events 
happened across the border. 
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Photo 1.2,3,4 P. 45,48,55,65 
Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore. Chan Ze 
Time line • Border - Historical events 
一 development of Hong Kong 
In 1882, Sun Yat Sen studied medic ine in and 
started the activities of「evolution. 
In 19th March 1899, the Qing Dynasty sign the 
Hong Kong New territories treaty, after the eight 
countr ies invasion in Peking. 
In 1949, people's republic of Ghina was estab-
lished, people could not pass the border freely. 
In 1950s. After the establ ishment of People's re-
public of Ghina，huge number of refugees rushed 















After the 'the great leap movement and the anti-
right movement ' during the 1950s and 1960s in 
mainland China, in year 1962, huge number of 
refugees rushed across the border. 
In year 1967，the Gultu「al「evolution was launched 
I门 Ghina, riots also happened in Hong Kong 
In 1976. president Mao passed away 
Photo 1,2,3,4 p. 81.83,96,98 
Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore. Chan Ze 
In 1979，the「e-opening of the go through train be-
tween Hong Kong and mainland China. 
18 
n 1953，the squatter area in skip kep mei which 




In 1979，the british a「my was reinforced against 
the increasing number 〇f immigrants 
In 1980, the illegal immigrants were al lowed to ap-
ply fo「the Identity Card. 
In 1984，the joint declaration was signed by both 
side of British and Ghinese government. 
Photo 1,2,3,4 P.97.99.101,111 
Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore, Chan Ze 
In 1997，the Chinese Liberation/\「nny passed the 
border. 
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Historical Events of the ‘Red China’ 
From the topic of the memory of the people who 
escaped from the 'Red China', it is very obvious 
that two words: 'escaped' and ‘Red China' are the 
most important. We 've got the photo of ‘escape，， 
and it is also important to understand the back-
ground - ‘ t h e Red China'. So a detail study of the 
Red China is carried out, in order to better under-
stand the emotion and the thinking of the people 
who escaped from the ‘Red China'. 
20 
The Historical Events of 'Red China， 
mm 
The 'people's commune ' system 
'All people for the product ion of steel' 




•v I III. (1, 
Destroying the 'old culture' in university 
The start of 'cultural revolution 
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Destroying of the o d books 
Destroying the statues for painting 
Convert ing the ' forbidden city' into 'blood and tear 
palace' 
The support of Mao 
Public Jury for 'anti-revolution' 
22 
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For the precedent study, I have investigated on the 
Jewish Museum and also the Memorial for Jewish 
in Berlin. Both of them preserve the memory of the 
hollocaust of Jewish and I drill into study the histor-
ical background and the ways of how to preserves 
memory. 
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P188 At Memory 's Edge James E. 
Young Yale university Press 
Memor ia l for the Murdered Jews of Europe by 
Peter E isenman 
Historical Background 
The story began wi th the reunif icat ion of the Ger-
man. Af ter the fall down of the Berl in Wall, Berl in 
becomes the capital of German. 
The government raises the question about the 
'laying a wreath'. As in almost every nation in the 
world, there is always a memorial for the hero of a 
country. When the prime minister from the foreign 
country, he/she will usually lay a wreath to the me-
morial of hero or victims. 
pp1. p. 189 At Memory's Edge James E. Young Yale university Press 
Then it caused a problem. If the German govern-
ment bui lds a memor ia l of hero, it refers to those 
Nazis w h o died in the Wor ld War Two or those 
ant i -Nazis who were kil led by Nazis? 
From the Historical Background of the project, w e 
can realize two crit ical quest ions: The first ques-
t ion begins wi th what kind of messages or images 
of Berl in wants to convey to internat ional in the 
v iew point of past history. The second quest ion is 
it w rong that w e consider the Jewish same as the 
German cit izens, suffer ing together f rom the Tyr-
anny and War, o「the Jewish memory to be part 
of the Germany memory and w e commemora te 
them together? It sounds like an ethical problem 
rather than a des ign problem. As an architect, do 
w e need to clarify our 's tand point' in polit ics before 
we design7 Will it be unclear in des ign concept if 
we are not sure what kind of messages w e need to 
convey? As a memoria l , the architect needs to ex-
press the memory of the past, w h e n people come 
in; they may have different th inking or feeling. It is 
inevitable that the architect may impart his per-
sonal passion, att i tude or thinking into his design. 
A l though the architect wants to leave the space 
for people to have different responses, the design 
wou ld always reflect the att i tude of the designer 
to certain event. The quest ion about the des ign is 
success or unsuccessful， it wou ld depend at the 
end whether the public finally recognize or not, the 
passion or the att i tude of the architect. 
The strong argument for the erect ion of the memo-
rial is that 
‘the memorial for the Murdered Jews of Europe' 
acts as a great burial slab for the twentieth century, 
a hermetically sealed vault for the ghosts of Ger-
many's past. Instead of inciting memory of 
24 
murdered Jews, we suspected, it would be a place 
where Germans would come dutifully to unshoul-
der their memorial burden, so that they could 
move freely and unencumbered into the twenty-
first century. A finished monument would, in effect 
finish memory itself. 
pp2. P. 193 At Memory's Edge James E. Young Yale university Press 
The argument，that bear ing the burden of his-
tory is equal to releasing the burden of history at 
the same time, becomes a strong reason for the 
existence of the memor ia l and leaves a hint for the 
concept of design. 
P.211 At Memory's Edge James E. 
Young Yale university Press 
Site Background 
To counter ba lance the Neue Wache, the site is 
chosen in the heart of the city, right just near the 
Berlin wal l and the Neue Wache, in the site of for-
mer garden as almost f ive acres. The main reason 
is because the Neue Wache is in the city center. If 
the memory of the murder of Jewish as important 
as the memory of the ' loses' in the Neue Wache, 
then the memor ia l should be placed in the city 
center too. It is also crit icized by people whether 
we should build right in the heart of city center 
near the region of embassy and the banks. It 
wou ld make Berlin as a capital of remorse. It also 
raises the quest ion of sociology and psychology: 
How deep the Germans have to feel remorse? 
Will the Germans be more relax towards their past 
history once they express their remorse to the 
wor ld? Is it unfair for the young Berl iners to ex-
press sorrow for the guilty of the older Berl iners? 
The choice of site deeply co-relate to the att i tude 
of the public. Or in another world, the choice of the 
site will deeply reflect the att i tude of the public to 
the tragedy. Nevertheless, the strong argument 
is that if the land is not for the use of memorial , 
eventual ly the land will fall into the hand of devel-
opers to build the commerc ia l complex. As Berl in 
becomes the capital of Germany again, more 
headquarter and money pours in. That means that 
it reflects what the value people in their mind: The 
memoria l is more important or the commerc ia l 
complex is more important. Finally, people opt for 
the memorials. 
Another critic for the choice of the site is whether 
we should make Berlin as the centre of memor ia l 
for the Jewish. If it is endless for the perpetrator of 
Germans to feel remorse for the vict ims of Jewish, 
then the memoria l should be endless. It means 
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P.212At Memory's Edge James E. 
Young Yale university Press 
that w e should not concentrate and build one great 
memoria ls into one place like Berlin, w e should 
build a series of memor ia l throughout the country. 
Or why we need to deliberately to create the mem-
ory in Berl in? 
The killers in the past have been creating the 
memorial themselves, just like the concentration 
camp， 
pp1. P.210 At Memory's Edge James E. Young Yale university Press 
why we need to 'create' the memoria l in the re-
stored capital. It denote the current generat ion's 
del iberate attempt to remember, instead of not just 
to remember themselves, but also let their next 
generat ion to remember it hard and not to commit 
it in the future. 
The functional side 
The basic funct ion of a memoria l is in memory 
of certain people or events. First of all, we must 
show our concern, sympathy and sorrow for cer-
tain people or events. Gonsequently, one would 
meditate or contemplate on that memory in order 
to get ideas f rom it. The most difficult part is that 
the memory of certain people or event is a lways 
heavy and disastrous. If that memory is not heavy, 
we may not think that it is the first priority to com-
memorate. However, if the memory is really heavy, 
will it become a heavy burden to us? Is it better 
to make this burden a bit l ighter or nice for us to 
ease our life? Is it not ethnical to look at certain 
negative events in a more posit ive manner? This 
ethnical value deeply affects the outcome of the 
design. In the case of the Jewish memorial, some 
political party says that it is too heavy for people 
to 'contemplate' for the past. Rather than focus to 
'contemplate' for the past, we can 'learn' f rom the 
past. It means that we can build archives, library 
or institution in addit ional to the memorial. The 
strong argument for that we can be more posit ive 
attitude to our past history. We can let our chil-
dr6门 a n d y o u n g s t e r s to h a v e a 门ice e n v i r o n m e n t 
to learn from the mistakes by a positive manner. 
Rather than confining them meditate in a sorrow 
path, they can have a nice environment for them 
to learn. Otherwise, al! people may just feel upset 
or very depressed by the sorrow atmosphere after 
entering in. If we don't regard the addit ion of insti-
tution as a government 's attempt to make the 'past 
crime' more nice to present, the addit ion of an insti-
tution or the pedagogical ly inclined concept is not a 
bad thing. It raises the question about whether 
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it is no good to put an institution right next to the 
memorial . 
The waving field of pillars by American architect 
Peter Eisenman is chosen as the final design, 
at sixteen feet high, the tallest pillars might have 
hidden some visitors from view, thereby creating 
the sense of a labyrinthine maze. People will sub-
merge into the waves of pillar，finding themselves 
individual places of contemplation. The undulating 
wai/es of the field of pillars symbolize the memory 
as dynamics, neither static nor frozen in time and 
space. This sense of instability helps the visitor to 
promenade in the field and find their own role in 
anchoring memory in themselves. The feeling of 
the horror of 'losses' and isolated become much 
stronger and stronger for people to contemplate 
about the victims. In the multiple and variegated 
sizes, the pillars are both individuated and collect-
ed. The individuals are not unified to become a big 
stone. In Peter Eisenma门’s design, the memorial in 
its humanly proportioned forms encourage people 
to merge themselves into the memory, integrate 
themselves with the memorial. 
P214 At Memory's Edge James E. Young Yale university Press 
P212At Memory's Edge James E Young Yale university Press 
The most fundamenta l design concept is the in_ 
completeness of the design. Peter E isenman 
regards it as work ing through of an intractable 
problem over any solution. 丁he unredeemable fault 
by the German creates the main concept of incom-
pleteness of the design. 丁he memor ia l f ield gives 
people the feel ing of wi thout end or beginning, 
leaving the site open to the mult iple paths visitors 
take in their memor ia l quest. There will not be a 
narrative beginning, middle, and end built into it. 
The most critical point of the design concept is 
whether it is suitable to house a graveyard like me-
morial in the heart of city. A l though the design looks 
like a field of undulat ing field of stone, it cannot es-
cape from the image of a graveyard. Or in fact, the 
architect is subconsciously inspired by the atmo-
sphere of a graveyard. The fact is that the people 
in the nearby building may f ind 'uncomfortable ' to a 
graveyard like memorial . There are a lot of people 
find 'uncomfortable' to house the memor ia l in the 
heart of the capital too. The fundamenta l quest ion 
to this critic is that 'how compensatory a gesture 
will be?', 'will it be a place for Jews to mourn lost 
Jews, a place for Germans to mourn lost Jews, or 
a place for the Jews to remember what Germans 
once did to them?' 'What are the national reasons 
for remembrance?' or the most extreme quest ion to 
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the nat ion of German: 'Does the German deserve 
to place a 'graveyard like memorial，in the heart of 
the city centre for their merci less, unredeemab le 
cr ime?' 
P.213 At Memory's Edge James E. Young Yale university Press 
The main crit icism of this project to archi tecture 
The main crit icism of this design co-relate deeply 
with the main crit icism of the att i tude to the unre-
deemable cr ime of German. The waves and waves 
of crit icisms or suggest ions to this project der ive 
f rom the different att i tude or manner of people. 
Interestingly, the winn ing designs and the Peter 
EisenmarTs designs have been revised and rev ised 
again and again. It is not because the des ign is no 
good at the early beginning; it reflects that publ ic is 
compromis ing together wi th their different att i tudes 
dur ing the who le process, trying to assur ing the 
memory of this memoria l is not just the memory of 
the architect, or the memory of the government of-
ficial. The memory should be the col lect ive memory 
of a city, or even a col lective memory of human. 
We could say that no one could really know what 
is the 'collective memory ' or 'col lective att itude' at 
the early beginning. However, successful architect 
should have the vision of what people really need. 
Through out the projects and discussion, w e can 
notice that despite much opposit ion, it is what the 
majority of people find to be compat ib le to their 
need. Peter Eise门man has the vision at the early 
beginning. 
The second aspect of the design is that it is quite 
new concept for the memorial , tradit ionally me-
morials are supposed to be one monument . Now 
it is broken down into individual pieces to com-
memorate the individuals. It also util izes the effect 
when people walk ing through, by subtle relat ion-
ship between inside and outside, observ ing himsel f 
and other, seeing so far away or just the concrete 
surface in front of you to create the a tmosphere 
for contemplat ion as wel l as memorial . K wou ld 
invite and make people become one part of the 
memorial. The memorial is 门ot just one stone to 
engrave with human history. But the memor ia l is 
now engraved with people's memory, wh ich people 
merge themselves into the memory of the tragedy. 
Rather than engraving the names into a big stone, 
it utilizes a number of abstract block to represent 
the anonymous individual in a mush implicit and 
abstract way. It suggests new ways in the f ield of 
design of memorials. 
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The Jewish Museum by Daniel Libeskind 
Site 
p. 46 Jewish Museum Berlin. Daniel Libeskind G+B Arts 
International 
The choice of the site is near the Berl in Museum, 
nearby the former wal l dividing the West German 
and the East German. / \ s the wal l d iv ided the 
city into two after the wor ld war II and the voided 
memory of Jewish are also closely related wi th the 
wor ld war 丨丨，the t ragedy of Jewish and the Berl in 
wal l are both the consequence of the wor ld war II. 
The logic of the city planner is that if we can re-
integrate the Jewish to the German again，it also 
helps them to re-integrate of the East German to 
the West German. In suggest ing that the murder 
of Berlin's Jews was the single greatest inf luence 
on the shape of this city, the planners also seem 
to imply that the new Jewish extension of the Ber-
lin Museum may even constitute the h idden center 
of Berlin's civic culture, a focal point for Berlin's 
historical self-understanding. 
The choice of the site right next to the Berlin Mu-
seum reflects also the idea of 
'Jewish Museum Department in the Berlin Muse-
um. It is connected by a tunnel between the Berlin 
Museum and Jewish Museum in order to achieve 
the idea of preserve the autonomous in a way that 
it belongs to the Berlin. 
pp2 P. 154 At Memory 's Edge James E Young Yale university Press 
The design establ ishes a separate but equal parity 
between the Berlin Museum and its Jewish Mu-
seum department. 
The other aspects which Libeskind try to relate to 
the city are that he traces the Berlin's cultural Jew-
ish topography as 
'an invisible matrix or 3门dmnssis of connections 
in relationship between Germans and Jews.‘ 
Rather than just a physical connection to a city, 
the connection can be made mentally with the 
city. Certain people and particular certain writers, 
scientists, composers, artists and poets formed 
the link between Jewish tradition and German 
culture. Libeskind found this connection and plot-
ted an irrational matrix and then searched out the 
addresses of where these writers lived and even-
tually connected the streets of Rachel Varnhagen 
to Friedrich Schleiermacher，all toward plotting an 
urban and cultural constellation of what he calls 
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'Universal history'. 
pp3 P. 30 Jewish Museum Berlin. Daniel Ubeskind G+B Arts International 
In this way, Ubeskind can anchor his building to the 
topography of the site. 
Cover, Between the lines. Daniel Ubeskind 
Function 
The Jewish museum in Berlin comprises the three 
main basic functions: The first one is to introduce 
the Jewish religion, customs, and ritual objects. 
The second one is to present the history of the 
Jewish community in Germany, its rise and terrible 
destruction at the hands of the Nazis and the third 
one is the lives and works of Jews who left their 
mark on the face and the history of Berlin over the 
centuries. 
You could notice that these three basic funct ions 
belong to the function of the traditional Museum. 
Ubeskind proposes a more fundamental funct ion 
- m e m o r i a l . For the traditional museum, objects 
are displayed in a natural way without the interpre-
tation of the architect. We take care of the quality 
of lighting and the position of display. Architects 
generally keep neutral without any interpretation of 
the displays. However, Libeskind have input a huge 
of effort to create the atmosphere of memory for 
the contemplat ion of visitors. He blurs the line be-
tween Museum and Memorial. The garden of exile, 
the voided void and the five voids inside the build-
ing are the examples of memorial to the function 
of a museum. The Jewish museum does not just 
serve the function of introducing the life of Jewish, 
but also serve as a place for contemplat ion and the 
excavation of the 'eradicated memory of Berlin's 
Jewish'. This 'extra' function of the Museum be-
comes the essential function of why people like this 
museum so much. 
Design Strategy 
‘A Jewish Museum' does not behave as a Museum 
itself, but it also serve as a home to house those 
who had been considered as alien strangers in the 
past. The uncanny thing is that the Jewish life had 
been established in Berlin a long t ime along, and 
suddenly they were all eradicated and el iminated in 
certain moment, leaving the void part of history for 
a long period of time. This guilt or scar in German 
history is supposed better to be hidden. The uncan-
ny thing is that we suddenly show it once under the 
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Jewish Museum Berlin 
Daniel Ubeskind 
G+6 Arts International 
ight and discover what was once very famil iar and 
deeply rooted in the history of Berlin. The history 
of Jewish is uncanny and fragmented. Ubesk ind 
succeeds to use the complex trajectories, irregular 
linear structures, f ragments and displacements, a 
breaking down of tectonic element 3nd restructure 
it to become a building. The devastated history 
and the devastated site nurture this broken form. 
I门 addit ion to that architecture can be representa-
tive of historical meaning, Ubeskind also want to 
express the unmeaning and the search of m e a门-
ing. This results in the design of void. 
Ubeskind calls this project as 'between the lines，. 
The reason is that the project is between the two 
lines of thinking, 
one is a straight line, the other is a tortuous line, 
but continuing indefinitely. The linear void keeps 
on running through the building. If the tortuous line 
exhibits the Jewish history, then the voided part 
exhibits those not visible to be apparent as a void. 
The void in running through the building becomes 
a metaphor of the Jewish history, of which certain 
parts has been erased and leaving the other parts 
as fragments. The creation of the void is not by the 
human efforts, according to Ubeskind, the /nne厂 
empty of the love and value forms the present of 
the void. 
pp2 P. 157 At memory's edge. James E Young Yale University Press 
The main criticism of this project to architecture 
The main criticism of this design co-relate deeply 
with the main criticism of the attitude to the u门-
redeemable crime of German. The waves and 
waves of criticisms or suggestions to this project 
derive from the different attitude or manner of 
people. Interestingly, the winning designs and 
the Peter Eisenman's designs have been revised 
and revised again and again. It is not because the 
design is no good at the early beginning; it reflects 
that public is compromising together with their 
different attitudes during the whole process, try-
ing to assuring the memory of this memorial is not 
just the memory of the architect, or the memory 
of the government official. The memory should be 
the collective memory of a city, or even a collec-
tive memory of human. We could say that no one 
could really know what is the 'collective memory ' 
or 'collective attitude' at the early beginning. How-
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ever, successful architect should have the vision of 
what people really need. Through out the projects 
and discussion, we can notice that despi te much 
opposit ion, it is what the majority of people f ind to 
be compatible to their need. Peter E isenman has 
the vision at the early beginning. 
The second aspect of the design is that it is quite 
new concept for the memorial , tradit ionally me-
morials are supposed to be one monument . Now 
it is broken down into individual pieces to com-
memorate the individuals. It also utilizes the effect 
when people walking through, by subtle relation-
ship between inside and outside, observing himself 
and other, seeing so far away or just the concrete 
surface in front of you to create the atmosphere 
for contemplat ion as wel l as memorial . It would 
invite and make people become one part of the 
memorial . The memoria l is not just one stone to 
engrave with human history. But the memoria l is 
now engraved with people's memory, which people 
merge themselves into the memory of the tragedy. 
Rather than engraving the names into a big stone, 
it utilizes a number of abstract block to represent 
the anonymous individual in a mush implicit and 
abstract way. It suggests 
design of memorials. 
new ways in the field of 
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Inspiration from Paintings 
For the project of preserving the memory, it is 
important to clarify what kind of memory, feel ings 
or throughs to be conserved. In order to determine 
the form, content, or the program of the building. A 
detail study on the painting is carried out in order 
to investigate what kind of feel ings they have. 
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Paint ing of Gao Xing Jian 
Gao Xing Jian，the nobel prize winner，escaped 
from the China due to political reason. A l though he 
is not the people who escapes to Hong Kong f rom 
Ghina，we can learn the feel ings and ref lect ions 
of escaping from his painting. The paint ing of his 
design gives me a lot of inspirat ions in design. 
Pays de reve 
L’/ \ngoisse 
Le vol de nuit 
R 〜eu「 
Picture: 1.2.3,4 
P. 16,20,45,61 — 壁 美 學 - G \ 0 XINC； J I.VN 
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lu Le Reflet de la memoire 








Paint ings after the open door policy 
After the open door policy of China，many artists 
express their feel ings of the Cultual Revolut ion in 
China. The distorted value, the craziness, the irra-
tionality and the fears are truly expressed through 
these abstract drawings. This gives hints that how 
'architecture expresses the abstract feel ings of the 
Red Chi门a，at that t ime. 
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Paintings of the Red China 
打好am批孔的人民辟 
P 45 丨 >.:.;•."‘:：“ 
The paintings of the Red Ghina reflect what the 
government wanted to express and creat the im-
age at that t ime. It reveals the atmosphere and the 
environment of the 'Red Ghi门a，. 
Criticism against Confuciu 
Photo 11 . 
p.276,277, • -1' 
2 7 8 , 2 7 9 丨丨 
The Leader of Cultural Revolut ion Mao 
'Red' 'Great' 'Light' style of the painting 
p 300 丨 I 
'close relationship’ of Mao and people 
The 'Red China' under President Mao 
p.30 
he built up of communism world 




The propaganda of loyal to Mao 
The Start of the Cultural Revolution by Mao 
The Hero of the workers class 





For the site analysis, It includes the explaination 
of the choice of the site, I also try to discover the 
artifacts and the memory of the site there. Finally, 
d iagrams and sketches are drawn in order to 
analysis the memory of the site. 
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The site is chosen where the sovereignty of the 
and belongs to Hong Kong and at the north part of 
the Shen Zlhen FRiver in Lo W u 
The Immigration Department also set up various 
land and sea control points in the 1980s to render 
efficient immigration clearance services. These 
included Lok Ma Chau Control Point, Macau Ferry 
Terminal, China Ferry Terminal, Sha Tau Kok 
Control Point, Sha Tin Meisha Ferry Terminal and 
Sham Shui Po Macau Ferry Terminal. The latter 
two control points ceased operation on October 28, 
1985 and November 1，1989 respectively. 
Immigration department website http://www.immd.gov.tik/40/eng/mil/80s/in-
d ex. htm I 
Here is a story told by a foreigner at that time. 
Cocozza had come to China in search for mer-
chandise for his toy import business in Sweden. 
Immigration department website httpVAvww.immd.gov 
hk/40/eng/mil/80s/index html 
He was 27 years young and ready to conquer the 
world. The only gateway to Red China was Hong 
Kong at that time. He had to walk o\/e厂 the famous 
steel bridge at Lo Wu to cross the border between 
the British crown colony and the People's Republic 
of China and to catch a train to Guangzhou. The 
passports of the foreign travellers where collected 
and kept by the railway police during the trip in 
order to prevent anybody from getting off the train 
at an unauthorised place along the way to Guang-
zhou. At that time anybody，foreigners or Chinese 
needed a permit to go anywhere in China. 
httpyAvww. chinaondemand. com/marcopolo.asp 
At the same time, the old steel br idge in Lo W u has 
been replaced and just left over next to the new 
bridge. 
Here is an extract f rom the Drainage Department 
Webpage 
In order to alleviate the flooding problem in Shen-
zhen and the Northern New Territories, the Govern-
ment of the HKSAR and the Shenzhen Municipal 
Government joined hands to regulate the Shen-
zhen River by widening, deepening and straighten-
ing the river. In the course of widening the river 
section at Lo Wu, it is necessary to reconstruct the 
existing Lo Wu Railway Bridge as the span of the 
existing bridge is not long enough for the widened 
river section. The existing Lo Wu Bridge has histori-
cal value and will be preserved as a monument at 
the bank of the Shenzhen River adjacent to the Lo 
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Site: 
r i - . 




809.htm Drainage Department Webpage 
Before the open door policy took place in Main-
land China, the only gateway for the civil ians to 
cross the border legally is the Lo Wu steel bridge 
in the Lo Wu Checkpoint. 
As the steel bridge is the only gateway to ‘Red 
China' and it is associated with the memory of 
mill ion and mill ion of people who returned and 
visited their famil ies in China after escaping to 
Hong Kong and gett ing the ID card, the site will 
be chosen near the original posit ion of the Lo Wu 
steel Bridge. 
Both of the exper ience of the ‘Red China and 
the escape path' took part in the north part of the 
Shen Zhen River, therefore, the site should be 
chosen at some place north part of the Shen Zhen 
River. On the other hand, w e also need to have 
‘ freedom of speech' in the site, so, the site should 
be located in where sovereignty of the land be-
longs to Hong Kong. Fortunately, there is a patch 
of land after the improvement works of the Shen 
Zhen River which exactly matches these require-
ments 
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Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore. Chan Ze 
Lo W u Bridge History 
In 1906, Zhan Tlan You des igned the Kowloon and 
Canton rai lway and also the Lo W u Bridge. 
p.160 
Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore, Chan Ze 
P .20 
Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore, Chan Ze 
The Lo Wu Bridge was once demol ished dur ing 
the Wor ld War II and Chinese Civil war. It was until 
1957, the Lo Wu bridge was reconstructed. How-
ever, there was still no train across. 
The hostility between Chinese Army and British 
army in the Lo Wu Bridge and the innocent re-
turned refugees >yvaiting in between showed the 
atmosphere at that epoque. 
The New Lo Wu Passenger Bridge was built in 
1981，with the increase number of people to go 
across due to the open door policy. 
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The canopy was removed just before the replace-
ment of the Lo Wu bridge 
The old Lo Wu Bridge is removed in 2003. It is be-
cause of the improvement work •门 the Shen Zhen 
River. The river is widened up to prevent the flood-
ing problem. 
The old Lo Wu Bridge is placed now just next to 
the Lo Wu Station. 
The Installation of the new Lo Wu Bridge 
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The feel ings and the memory of the site 
The calmness environment of Lo Wu Bridge buries 
numerous dreams, tragedies, and contradict ions 
The only connect ion to the Red China during the 
50s and 70s, also give a high pressure to this 
critical link between the gap of western world and 
China. 
'So close but so far', it is just a short distance for 
the refugees to cross the bridge to their dreamland. 
However, the two guard of Chinese Liberation army 
made the refugees' destination unreachable. 
'Passengers are forbidden to pass across.' Even 
for today, it is also a temptation for people to just 
walk across the Lo Wu Bridge. We can still have a 
feeling of 'can only take a look but 门ever be acces-
sible' of the dream of refugees at that time. 
Immigration departrnent website http JAvww.immdgov 
hk/40/eng/mil/80s/lndex html 
Millions and millions of people passed by, carrying 
them with foods, clothing and news, wait ing in the 
queues, leaving millions and mill ions memories of 
their way back to the Red China on the bridge. 
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Illustrated Chronicale of Hong Kong 
The Chinese Bookstore. Chan Ze 
'Chinese are forever united!' grasped your atten-
tion just nearby the bridge. It reflected the contra-
dictions of the choice between: escape and return, 
unification and separat ion of the refugees 
The highly developed area in China nowadays 
raises the question of whether the refugees should 
wait for 20 years in China rather than taking the 
risk. 
The strong contrast between the rural and urban 
area, the illusion of new town out of the devastated 
land, which suppose to be on the reverse side in 
the past, raises up the question of our future, leav-
ing spaces for the unknowns 
Immigration department website httpy/www.immd.gov. 
hk/40/eng/nvl/80srindex.html 
The long queue of the refugees in Lo Wu Station 
revealed the sentiment of 丨oneness in Hong Kong 
and missing their family in China. 
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nUaJ^ii The funny middle mark on the rail track marks the 
centre of Shen Zhen River, the mark reveals the 
sides with food or wi thout food, f reedom or wi th out 
f reedom, communis t or capitalist, stability or riots. 
The watchtower, high at the mounta in in Hong 
Kong side, scared away numerous refugees. 
The loneness of the trail reveals the feel ings of the 
refugees: anxiety, hope, sad门ess, and nostalgias. 
… . ’ I 丨丨||___Hill 
^ifjs^Bggm 
d 
The atmosphere there「eveal the ambiance of lost 
in direction of the refugees. 
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醒 / / 
The watch tower monitors the whole region, there is 
no way to escape even far away in She门 Zhen. 
The river acts as a physical barrier, a threat to those 
lost, dividing the capitalism world from the com-
munism world, remaining the mysterious or curious 
ambiance even for today. 
‘/\门 eye for numerous eyes', the tower stands still, 
and no people is there. But the memory associated 
with it won't disappear. 
The fence is lying silently and invisibly, acting as a 
symbol of bambo 
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Site Analysis 
The first two graph is the figure and ground dia-
gram, showing the distribution of the urban area. 
The last two graph is more abstract. It shows the 
form of landscape and how this affect the escape 
route. The abstract urban area also show the differ-
ences between the two sides of the river and what 
is the impression of the urban area of two side. 
f：'^. jil.y 
力 1 1 
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The first graph shows the imagination of how peo-
ple escapes from China and connects to the exist-
ing path of Hong Kong. 
The second graph shows the imagination of how 
the prolong of the landscape of Hong Kong affect 
the escape route. 
The third graph shows the radiation of the important 
building around the site: the train station, the police 
station, the guard house and the checkpoint. 
The forth graphs shows the relationship between 
the important point around the site and see what is 
the most significant effect of the site. 
1 
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The first diagram shows the existing paths in Lo Wu 
and Shen Zhen. 
The second diagram shows the railway connect ing 
the two sides (Lo Wu and Shen Zhen) 
The third diagram shows the physical barrier- the 
rivers and the ponds，to experience the difficulties of 
crossing the boundary. 
The last diagram shows the abstract effects of dif-
ferent locations in the area. 
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Site Analysiis - 3D drawings 
The first drawing study which axis is the most im-
portant one in relationship to the site. 
The second drawing investigate the perspective 
of the site in regards to the mountain of the guard 
house. 
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The first drawing shows the axis pointing towards 
the guardhouse, the effect of the mountain and the 
river. 
The second diagram shows the different axis of the 
site in relationship to the river. 
Viewing the site from underground 
We observe the site from underground, trying 
to get the feelings and throughs of what the site 
remains and tells people. How to capture the 
memory of a place become the most critical part 
to this poject. Perhaps we should not discover the 
memory from above. We should instead uncover 
the buried memory of that place. 
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The lighting study of Louis Kahn，s build-
Louis Kahn's works always give people the sense 
of feeling of memory. The uses of the contrast 
of natural lighting and darkness, the design of 
overall lighting strategy and the lighting strategy 
gives people the sense. The study is carried out to 
investigate Louis Kahn's work under different types 




Hurvah Synague is located at Jerusalem, Israel 
31.47N, 35.13E. I investigate the church as the 
ambiance is very interesting and full of memory. 
Lighting comes from the slit of light and creates the 
sense of spiritual. 
P 145 Author Ronner. Heinz 
me LOUIS I Kahn complete work 1935-1974/Heinz Ronner, Sharad 
Jhaven. 
Publisher Basel: Boston 
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The lighting layout basically makes the su「「ound-
ing chamber area very dark. For the 丨niddle area, 
the main hall of the church It is quite light The 
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P 170 Author Ronner Heinz 
LOUIS I Kahn compJetc •.•,ork. 
Publisher Basel. Boston 
1935-1974 / Hoinz Ronncr Shared Jhaven 
National Capital Dacca 
P 180 Author Ronner. Heinz. 
Louis I Kahn complete work. 1935-1974/Heinz Ronner. Sharad 
Jhaveri 
PuNisher Basel: Boston 
The national capital Dacca located in Banglash, 
12 58N, 77.35E, is the last work by Louis Kahn. To 
conclude all the works by Louis Kahn, this parlia-
ment includes all the techniques of lighting devices 
of LOUIS Kahn. It includes a lots of differences and 
changes of lighting inside It represents all the 
achievements of Louis Kahn 
1 57 
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丁he lighting device introduces light from above 
The two walls in different levels introduces the 
different in reflection of light The hyperbola form 
of the roof increase the contrast of light in order to 
creat the pleasant lighting. 
p 185 Author Ronner Heinz 
LOUIS I Kahn complete v.ork 1935-1974/ Heinz Ronner Sharad Jhaven 
Publisher Basel Boston 
Nikveh Israel Gongegation 
The church is located in Philpaphia, with 40.00N, 
75.OW. I choice this one because it gives the feel-
ings of sacre and peace. The uses of darkness 
and lighti makes a deep contrast inside the build-
ing. 
p 200 Author Ronner Hemz 
Louis I. Kahn complete worK 1935-1974 /Heinz Ronner’ Sharad Jhaveri. 
Publisher Basel: Boston 诏 













The church makes use of light column. It intro-
duces the lighting into the building. The contrast 
between light and shallow makes the church very 
spiritual. 
P 250 Author Ronner Heinz 
LOUIS I Kahn complete v.ork 1935-1974 � e m z Ronner, Sharad Jhaven 
Publisher Basel Boston 
Jewish Community Center 
The Jewish Community Center is located in the 
Mercer county, NJ, 40.30N, 74.10W. I choose to 
study this one because it has a direct skylight f rom 
the rooftop. It is without any lighting device to dif-
fuse sunlight 
230 Author Ronner Heinz 
ouis I. Kahn : complete worK 1935-1974 / Heinz Ronner. Sharad Jhaveri. 
'uNisher Basel. Boston 
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The sunlight comes from the rooftop it casts a 
deep contrast shallow between the lighted area 
and dark area. This deep contrast of shallow 
changes with the sun angle 
P34 Author Ronner. Hemz 
LOUIS I Kahn complete v.ork. 
Publisher Basel. Boston 
1935-1974 / Heinz Ronner Sharad Jhaven 
——.1 ！ 3 — - I 
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Preliminary Design 
The preliminary design begins with conceptual 
sketches of idea. Then conceptual model is made. 
It is refined with testing under light. 
63 




In the hope of searching light 
I try to express all these feelings through sketches. 
Giving many directions, or path for people to 





It IS impossible to re-expenence the same kind of 
escaping journey. ... Time has changed.... places 
has changed..... People has changed Perhaps 
it IS not the most important to experience how to 
escape.... but the feeling is important... By means 
of metaphor... we can let people to imaqine.es... 
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The metaphor.....is 
about how to evoke people's feeling of escap-
ing….. 
it depends heavily 〇n the metenals, light, tectonic 
elements and relationship of the soil. 
It IS a path..... the feelings of people going into 
and out of it are different. The feeling changes 
during the path The strong contrast of the 
feelings between the 'Red Ghina’ and the fear of 
escaping construct the most dramatical part of 
the architecture. .. where the light plunge into the 











The difficulties of the project are that it creats the 
atmosphere, however, it is not a project of disney-
land. The problem needs to be solved with the 
abstract tectonic element 丨门〇「de「to give the sense 
f meditation. 
n 
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The design is refined with the lighting strategy 
and the site layout plan strategy. Both models 
and sketches are made. It is quite difficult to give 
the form to the path. It just begins with the most 
important components: the ideas of information 
centers... the ambiances .…and the memorials for 
the loss. 
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The idea comes from constructing the lines in or-
der to creat the sense of disorientation. Then, four 
theatres are constructed in order to better control 
the lighting for the ambiance. The strong contrast 
between lighted area and dark area creat the 
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The treatment of lighting include the direct light 
from rooftop and lighting from the wall. The strong 
contrast of the black and white, the lighted area 
and the shallow area and the strip of lighting in-
trigues you thinking the memory. How we go from a 
colourful world to a black and white wor ld becomes 
the essential part of feeling in memory.•… 
70 
z 
he site strategy begins with the radiation point of the 
uard house. It creates the most important axis for the 
ite. The site is excavated in order to let people to dis-
;over the buried memory underground. Then people start 
0 promenade around the building. Finally, people ends up 
ith the path towards the river leading to the abo门da门ed 
ridge - the broken link. 
71 
Testing under lighting 
The lighting tests are carried out to see what is 
the effect of the lighting in different period of t ime 
and seasons. It is carried out with the black box in 
order to exclude the unwanted excessive lighting. 
72 
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I门 this design, tectonic straight elements are used 
to creat the sense of the obstacles The path pene-
trate through the straight elements with the lighting 
coming from the rooftop which creats the sense of 
chaotic, fea「and scare The different sun angle and 
different lighting conditions help to creat the ener-
getic and more exciting sense For this ambiance, 
people can also meditate in it 
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The next one will be the testing of ambiance of 
lonely However, it is not quite successful Many 
people don't feel lonely with this design It raises 
up an important question if people has different 
feelings towards the same ambiance, is it a fault? 
or it IS quite natural to have different feelings with 
the same ambiance? 
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The initial idea for the memory uses the light box 
to represent live With the natural sunlight coming 
from different angle, the light boxes are glittering 
and seem having live in it to communicate with 
people. The overall lighting condition is quite dark 
in order to make the light boxes more important 
It also creats the ambiance of shared common 
value - sympathy to the victims 
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The Revis ing the des ign 
The problem of the first design is that all the ambi-
ances are confined inside the boxes. The boxes 
can better control the lighting, however, It also 
limits the ambiance and causes the lack of focus. 
In revising the design, I try to break through the 
limit of the box and open it up much more oppor-
tunity in the way of design and input the quality of 
content into the spaces 
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The revised plan begins with the breaking the 
boxes with the wall Finally, the tnangular core is 
chooser! instead of the walls For the function, the 
matrix of ambiances is combined with the matrix of 
circulation in order to let people to search the truth 





The design is revised with many lines in order to 
creat the sense of disorientation The lines come 
from the site and there are also certain「andom 
lines to increase the feeling of chaotic The revised 






The final design integrates all the lighting tech-
门iques，the theatre design and the ideas of break-
ing through all the boxes of ambiance 
79 
Design Concept: 
Memory is different f rom History. Memory 
incorporates with one's th inkings and feelings 
jn addition to the basic knowledge or informa-
tion. 
A museum is basically a place to house all the 
exhibits. So architecture is in certain way is 
neutral and just provides a nice environment 
for the exhibition. If the architecture incorpo-
rates more and more feel ings and through. 
Eventually it would become something be-
tween memorial and museum. 
In this case, I have named it as the 'Remem-
brance Path'. 
The Remembrance Path is basically a path 
for people to pass through. People would 
have different feel ings f rom the start point and 
the end point. All the memory wil l be input to 
people. People will rethink the memory and 
meditate 
people to choose their own way of searching for 
the truth. 
Lighting as the key 
Our memory is stored in our mind. The only way 
to enter our mind is the lightings from our eye. So 
the natural lighting becomes the most critical key 
for the whole design concept. The treatment of 
natural lights becomes the principle treatment in 
my design. 
Ambiance as metaphor 
All the ambiance will be expressed in the meta-
phor form. The abstract tectonic elements will 
make my building become the true architecture 
instead of the universal film park and Disneyland 
The metaphor can leave more space for people to 
imagine rather than telling the truth directly. 
How to recall your memory 
When one recalls his or her memory, one 
could imagine that one has to close up his/her 
eye. Then the past image wil l be appeared 
under light from darkness. The way that we 
try to wonder from our mind to search for the 
lost memory and discover it under light be-
come the most critical point in term of design 
organization and design strategy. 
The 3 phase organization 
Basically the whole building is divided into 3 parts: 
the information area, the ambiance and the me-
morial. The detail of each function is explained in 
the following pages 
Recall your memory in terms of Narrative form 
In the film theory, we use the narrative de-
scription to let the audience to search for the 
truth rather than just tell them directly. From 
the film theory view point, there is no truth in 
the world. All the truth is just the approxima-
tion. Truth would change according to time, 
P 〜 b a c k g r o u n d , feel ing and ideology of 
P ^ l e . So I use the narrative form description 
let people to f ind out the truth. In the film, 
by means of changing the viewing, lighting 
and sequences of scenery, w e let the people 
search for the truth. 
In my design, there will be many paths to let 
80 
program: 
The program can be mainly divided into two 
branches: the memory of the ‘Red China' 
and the memory of the ‘escape route'. The 
remembrance path of the memory can be 
further divided into four main components: the 
information center, the artifacts, the ambiance 
and the metaphor. Another important compo-
nent will be the flexible art workshops. 
• The t ime capsule station is the under-
ground railway train station which connects 
the Lo Wu side and the site. The railway acts 
as the blank memory and gives people the 
feelings to bring t ime back to the past 
• The information center refers to the 
space where the historical background is 
introduced to the visitors. They may be the 
panels, words, photos, or videos, which re-
cord the past history. The visitors thus receive 
the background knowledge of what had hap-
pened in the past. It provides the sources of 
understanding the situation of those people 
who escaped from the ‘Red China' at that 
time. 
• The word ‘ambiance, means the char-
acter, quality, feeling, etc., of a place. Here 
the ambiance may refer to the feelings of 
loss, fear, scare, loneliness, and homesick-
ness. The feelings of the space will reflect the 
sentiments of those people who escape from 
the mainland China. 
• The meditation center / memorial 
means the implicit imitation. It expresses 
certain things in an implicit way so as to leave 
space for people to contemplate or meditate 
on that event. 
• The artifacts ‘ the Broken Link' refers 
to the man-made objects which can remind 
People with the past history. The artifacts 
act as the evidences and signs of the history 
and memory. The artifacts may be the Lo Wu 
Steel Bridge, All these artifacts can help us to 
『Main the memory of what happened in the 
past. 
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THE BROKEN "LINK" 
DEPARTURE WITH THE TIME CAPSULE 
TH[ BRKXJL 
The program of the final design follows the ideas of 
three zones of function the information centre, the 
ambiance and the memorial. 
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The drawing shows the intention of the lighting 
strategy. Some of the lightings direct penetrate 
into the building while some of the lighting diffuses 
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The radiation of the guard house view point be-
comes the most important axis of the site. As the 
people escaping from China were afraid of the 
guard house, it gives the most significant energy 
and power to the site. 
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100m 200m 400m N 
The design of the form and layout of the building 
follow the form of the site It re-builds the order 
of the site and re-integrates the building into the 
urban context The emergency vehicle access will 
be access through Hong Kong. 
86 
% i 
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50m 100m 200m N 
1. Time capsule station in Hong Kong 
2. Arrival t ime capsule station in China side 
3. Return time capsule station near the memorial 
4. Return time capsule station 门ear the bridge 
- ' t h e broken link’. 
The access to the site is by mean of the under-
ground railway - the t ime capsule, which gives 
people the feeling of ' frozen time', before returning 
to the past. 
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0 5m 10m 20m N 
Basement - 1 
1,2,3,4 General information center at the entrance 
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0 5m 10m 20m N 
Basement -2 
1. Birth of the PRC 
2. Victory of Korean war 
3. 3 Red Flags 
4. Big Leap movement 
5. People's commune 
6. Nuclear Bomb and Satellite 
7. Cultural Revolution 
8. Documents of Deaths 
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0 5m 10m 20m N 
Basement -3 
1. Documents of Deaths 
2. Cultural Revolution 
3. Nuclear Bomb and Satellite 
4. People's commune 
5. Big Leap movement 
6. 3 Red Flags 
7. Victory of Korea门 war 
8. Birth of the PRC 
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0 5m 10m 20m N 
Basement -4 
1. Ambiance of desperate 
2. Ambiance of escaping 
3. Ambiance of distorted value 
4. Ambiance of Red period 
5. Ambiance of hopeful beginning 
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0 5m 10m 20m N 
Basement -5 
1. Ambiance of desperate 
2. Ambiance of escaping 
3. Ambiance of distorted value 
4. Ambiance of Red period 
5. Ambiance of hopeful beginning 92 
0 5m 10m 20m N 
Basement -6 
叫 A ^ ^ 6. /Amb iance of hopeful beginning 
1. Ambiance of death 
2. Ambiance of desperate 
3. Ambiance of escaping 
4. Ambiance of distorted value 
5. Ambiance of Red period 93 




3. memorial for mill ions of losts 




0 5m lOfTi 20m ^^  'Of 
Time capsule departure lobby in Hong Kong 
Basement -1 
Ground Level ( in exchange with KCRC Station) 
1. Departure lobby 
2. Shop for drinks 
3. Return lobby 
4. Souvenir shops 
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iillhlilr Time capsule return station near the memo-
0 5m 10m 20m ^ 
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The section shows the idea of how to introduce 
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The Memorials for miill ions lost uses the light boxes to 
represent lives. The light comes from the Igiht boxes 
which changes with the t ime and direction of sun 
anale. 
_ 、 
The brokent link. 
It is just right there. 
we have the emotion to pass through it.... but we can never succeed. 
This bridge acts as an artifact which ends the whole story, 
leaving the endless. . . feeling of the story... the thinking.... 
of the tragedy in the past. 
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